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T heory of molecule-surface scattering
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Abstract

A theory of molecule-surface scattering is developed which includes energy and momentum transfers between the surface
and projectile for translational motion, rotational exchange and internal mode excitation for the molecule. The translation and
rotation motions are treated with classical mechanics, while a semiclassical quantum treatment for internal vibrational mode
excitation is used. Calculations are presented for diatomic molecules and other small molecules scattering from a LiF(001)
surface.
   2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Surface scattering experiments using well-defined kinetic energies greater than 0.1 eV the use of
molecular beams as as projectiles provide an excel- classical theory for the translational motion is jus-
lent method for obtaining information on surface tified because the number of phonon quanta trans-
dynamics as well as information about trapping and ferred in a typical collision is large[5], i.e. greater
sticking, processes that can eventually lead to than 10. Similarly, the rotational quantum numbers
chemisorption and surface chemical reactions. This are of order 10 or larger, justifying a classical
work is motivated by a series of new experiments treatment of rotational energy transfer. However, the
using a novel measuring technique capable of obtain- excitation energies of typical internal modes may be
ing complete state-to-state scattering information for significantly larger, leading to small excitation quan-
a large class of small molecules[1–4]. In order to tum numbers even for the bending modes in the case
describe these experiments we have developed a of smaller molecules such as C H , and these2 2

scattering theory that includes linear momentum and processes must be treated quantum mechanically.
angular momentum transfer between the molecular The semiclassical transition rate for an initial
projectile and surface as well as excitation of internal molecular projectile with well defined translational
molecular modes. The approach used is a combined momentump , angular momentuml , and excitationi i

classical-quantum theoretical method in which trans- quantum numberq for the gth internal mode, to agi

lational and rotational degrees of freedom of the final state denoted byp , l , andq can be expressedf f g f

molecule are treated classically, while arbitrary as a convolution of these individual processes:
numbers of internal vibrational modes are treated

w p , l , q , p , l , qwith a semiclassical quantum mechanical theory. For s df f g f i i gi

molecules appreciably larger than H and with `2
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where^ is the scattering form factor (essentially a recoil energy withI the surface molecule moment of
squared scattering amplitude),K (t, T ) is the scat- inertia. The parameterv is a weighted average ofT S R

tering kernel for translational motion withT the phonon velocities parallel to the surface[7] andvS R

surface temperature,K (t, T ) is the scattering kernel is a similar average of target molecular angularR S
pfor rotational transitions, andK (t, T ) is the scatter- velocities perpendicular to the surface. exp2Wf dV B V,k

ing kernel for internal mode transitions withT the is the Debye–Waller factor associated with internalB

vibrational temperature of the incident beam. The vibrational modes of thek th atom of the projectile
T R V 2energiesE , E , andE refer to the translational, molecule.ut u is the scattering form factor and isi, f i, f i, f f i

rotational, and internal vibrational energy of the chosen to be the squared Jackson–Mott matrix
projectile molecule, before and after scattering, element in the semiclassical limit for a repulsive
respectively. wall, a choice justified by its ubiquitous use in

Classical theories for describing the Gaussian- atom–surface scattering[13]. The argument of the
shaped angular and energy-resolved intensities ob- modified Bessel functionsI of Eq. (2) is given by:ua uj
served in atom–surface collisions are well de-

3veloped. Such theories have also been extended to 1
]]]]b v 5 O p ps d ]]the case of classical scattering of rigid molecules[6]. k,k 9 j b b 9 N m m "vAœ k k 9 jb,b 951Using for K (t, T ) the scattering kernel for atomic-T S

k k9 ]]]]]like projectiles undergoing classical scattering from a *3 e Ub e Ub9 n v n v 1 1 (3)S D S D s df s d gj jn n œj jsmooth, thermally vibrating surface[7], for K (t, T )R S

the classical kernel for rotational excitations of a
in which v are the mode frequencies,n(v ) is thej jrigid molecule[8], and forK (t, T ) the generalizedV B Bose–Einstein function,m is the mass of thek thktemperature dependent Poisson distribution for exci- k
molecular atom, ande( ub ) is a polarization vectortation of N independent and orthogonal internal nn j

modes[9] results in the following expression for the for the v th mode which is determined throughj

transition rate[10–12]: normal modes analysis.p is a cartesian componentb

of p. Inclusion of an attractive adsorption well in the
2 2 2 2 1 / 22p" v 2p" v1 R R2 potential is accomplished by adding a one-dimen-] ]] ]]w p , l , q , p , l , q 5 ut u S Ds d S Df f g f i i gi f i2 RDE k T" DE k T0 B S 0 B S sional square well of depthD in front of the surface.

2 1 / 2 The effect of the square well on the classicalp"
]]]]3S DR translational motion is to refract the incoming projec-DE 1DE k Ts d0 0 B S

tile, increasing its energy and reducing the angle of
2 2 2 22P v 2l vR z R incidence inside the well.]] ]]3 exp exp 2F G F GR4DE k T 4DE k T0 B S 0 B S

NA
f i p

3 O exp i p ? Dr (0)2p ? Dr (0) /"2W p , p 2h f s d s df k,k 9 i k,k 9 V,k f i
k,k 951
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Fig. 1. Polar plots of the measured angular distributions for the2where DE 5 p /2M is the translational recoil T T0 C scattering of C H by LiF(001); (a)E 5 110 meV, (b)E 5 2752 2 i i
Tenergy with M the surface molecule mass and meV, and (c)E 5 618 meV, the incident angle is in each caseC iR 2p5 p 2 p , and DE 5 l 2 l /2I is the angular u 5608 as shown by the solid straight line.s d if i 0 f i
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Three angular distributions for the scattering of estimated value of about 100 meV[1]. Further
C H by Li(001) measured at different incident investigations of average energy losses in the colli-2 2

energies[2] are shown inFig. 1 and compared with sion process indicates that the major contributing
calculations carried out using Eq. (2), after multiply- process in forming the shape of the angular dis-
ing by the appropriate density of states to convert the tributions is vibrational energy transfer, i.e. mul-
transition rate into a differential reflection coeffi- tiphonon excitation of the surface. Further com-
cient. The calculations, shown as long dashed curves parisons between experiment and calculations were
with symbols, agree well with the measured data. made for the scattered intensity as a function of final
The effective surface phonon velocityv was chosen molecular rotational energy, and for the final rota-R

21 Tto be 130 m s for the lowest energyE 5 100 meV, tional temperatures as functions of the incidenti
21 T 21520 m s for E 5275 meV, and 1050 m s for translational energy of the beam. Good agreementi

TE 5618 meV. The value ofv is expected to be was obtained indicating that the theory gives ai R

smaller than the Rayleigh wave velocity[7], which is reasonable description of energy and momentum
21about 4000 m s for LiF, and previous treatments of transfers in the collision process[12].

atomic scattering have indicated thatv is energy An example of the excitation probability for theR

dependent with values increasing with higher inci- internal molecular mode is shown inFig. 2 for the
Tdent energy[5]. The value ofv is chosen to be case of CO/LiF(001). The incident energy isE 5 3R i

10 212310 s and the massM of the surface is taken eV, the incident angle isu 5458, and the final angleC i

to be 51.9 a.m.u. which is two times the mass of LiF. is the position of the maximum in the angular
The need for a larger effective mass is indicative that distribution which isu 5728. The surface tempera-f

the incoming C H collides with more than one LiF ture is 300 K. Plotted as a function of the final2 2
Tmolecule. The attractive well is relatively unim- translational energy of the scattered beamE is thef

portant at the highest energy, but at low incident fractional excitation probability for creation of the
energy larger well depths tend to broaden the angular a 5 1, 2, 3, and 4 quanta of the CO stretch mode. Itj

distributions. The value chosen to fit the data was is seen that the CO stretch mode excitation prob-
D 5 90 meV which is slightly smaller than the abilities are strongly varying functions of the final

Ttranslational energyE . They are small, but nonzerof
T T

 at smallE , and very small at largeE , forming af f

smooth curve with a single maximum. The position
of this maximum decreases slightly with higher
excitation quantum numbera .j

Additional calculations have been carried out that
make interesting predictions for further possible
experiments. There is a strong effect of the quantum
mechanical phase interference in the excitation of
internal modes exhibited explicitly (in Eq. (2)) by
the momentum-dependent phase factors. Our calcula-
tions indicate that the scattered intensity measured as
a function of well-defined final angular momentum
state should exhibit readily observable structure as a
result of this phase interference, and this structure
persists even when the angular momentum is large
enough to be considered classical. The predicted
structure disappears when averaging over all final
orientations as is done in most current experimental

Fig. 2. Excitation probability of the CO internal vibrational mode
measurements.versus final translational energy for CO scattering from LiF(001),

T Another effect revealed by our calculations is theu 5458 and u 5 728, with an incident energyE 5 3 eV. Thei f i

importance of molecular symmetry. In the currentprobabilities of the first four quantum excitations are shown.
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calculations for C H scattering the excitation prob- collision, (4) inclusion of an attractive well in the2 2

ability for the asymmetricn bending mode is interaction potential, and (5) quantum mechanical5

negligible, while the excitation probability for the excitation of the low energy internal modes of the
symmetricn bending mode can be as high as 3%. molecular projectile. Direct comparisons of calcula-4

However, if the symmetry of these modes is broken tions with the experimental measurements show that
by replacing one H atom by a D (deuterium) atom, all five of these essential qualities are important, and
the excitation probability of then mode increases if any one of them is ignored then agreement with5

substantially, and for some scattering configurations experiment cannot be obtained on all measured
approaches that of then mode which is only slightly quantities.4

affected.
It is of interest to discuss the temperature effects
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